A novel method for mapping reefs and subtidal rocky habitats using artificial neural networks, Ecological Modelling, 2011; 222(15) Reefs and subtidal rocky habitats are sites of high biodiversity and productivity which 21 harbour commercially important fish and invertebrate species. Although the 22 conservation management of reef associated species has been informed using species 23 distribution models (SDM) and community based approaches, to date their use has 24 been constrained to specific regions where the locality and spatial extent of reefs is 25 well known. Much of the world's subtidal habitats remain either undiscovered or 26 unmapped, including coasts of intense human use. Consequently, to facilitate a 27 stronger understanding of species-environmental relationships there is an urgent need 28 for a cost and time effective standard method to map reefs at fine spatial resolutions 29 across broad geographical extents. We used bathymetric data (~ 250 m resolution) to 30 calculate the local slope and curvature of the seabed. We then constructed artificial 31 neural networks (ANNs) to forecast the probability of reef occurrence within grid 32 cells as a function of bathymetric and slope variables. Testing over an independent 33 data set not used in training showed that ANNs were able to accurately predict the 34 location of reefs for 86% of all grid cells (Kappa = 0.63) without over fitting. The 35 ANN with greatest support, combining bathymetric values of the target grid cell with 36 the slope of adjacent grid cells, was used to map inshore reef locations around the 37 Southern Australian coastline (~ 250 m resolution). Broadly, our results show that 38 reefs are identifiable from coarse-scale bathymetry data of the seabed. We expect that 39 our research technique will strengthen systematic conservation planning tools in many 40 regions of the world, by enabling identification of rocky substrate and mapping in 41 localities that remain poorly surveyed due to logistics or monetary constraints. 42 43 3
conservation management of reef associated species has been informed using species 23 distribution models (SDM) and community based approaches, to date their use has 24 been constrained to specific regions where the locality and spatial extent of reefs is 25 well known. Much of the world's subtidal habitats remain either undiscovered or 26 unmapped, including coasts of intense human use. Consequently, to facilitate a 27 stronger understanding of species-environmental relationships there is an urgent need 28 for a cost and time effective standard method to map reefs at fine spatial resolutions 29 across broad geographical extents. We used bathymetric data (~ 250 m resolution) to 30 calculate the local slope and curvature of the seabed. We then constructed artificial 31 neural networks (ANNs) to forecast the probability of reef occurrence within grid 32 cells as a function of bathymetric and slope variables. Testing over an independent 33 data set not used in training showed that ANNs were able to accurately predict the 34 location of reefs for 86% of all grid cells (Kappa = 0.63) without over fitting. Unfortunately, the use of SDMs for mapping the habitat suitability and range extent of 62 reef species, and marine species in general, is often limited by a dearth of spatial data, 63 including the location of suitable habitat. While fine-scale, remotely sensed maps of 64 reef distributions are readily available for iconic and well-studied regions (e.g. Great 65
Barrier Reef, Australia; U.S. Virgin Islands), in most parts of the world the location 66 and extent of reefs is unknown, and therefore, the fundamental basis for considering 67 their biological and economic importance is missing. Whilst the acoustic 68 classification of habitats provides information to scales of 0. We present a map of the study area, from which we sourced the data for this study, in 107 Figure 1 . Two sets of data were combined for this study: (1) bathymetric 108 measurements at a 250 m resolution, with a depth precision of six metres (Geoscience 109 Australia, 2009); (2) point sample data that specified the location of observed reefs 110
around South Australia at a bathymetric depth of less than 30 m. These sample points 111 were acquired by visual surveys. There were 121 sample points that corresponded to 112 reefs and 56 sample points that corresponded to non-reef seafloor. Also included were 113 297 randomly selected points that were known to be on land: the purpose of these 114 samples were so that the ANNs could learn to distinguish between reefs that reached 115 or breached the waterline and on-land features that were present in the on-land coastal 116 buffer region. A second set of sample points (n=317, presence=126, absence=191), 117 from a different survey, was the validation data set, or independent test set which used 118 to test the generalisation accuracy of the ANNs. 147 points were randomly removed 119 Data 106 from the on-land data set and added to the validation data set, as this data set did not 120 include any on-land survey points. Two of the sample points in the training set were 121 unusable, as they appeared in the same cells as other sample points and therefore were 122 redundant. There were thus a total of 325 vectors in the training set and 464 vectors in 123 the validation set. Additional out-of-area validation data, that is, data from a region 124 other than that used to train the ANNs, was sourced for the southern coastline of 125
Victoria. This data set had 222 presences but no absences were available. A schematic 126 of the way in which these data sets were combined is presented in Figure 2 . 127 128 130
Data Preparation 129
We used ArcGIS v9.2 to calculate the slope (°) and curvature (unit-less) of the seabed 131 from the bathymetric data. We excluded areas known to be on-land, although a two-132 cell (i.e. 500 m) landwards buffer was included. This was because the spatial 133 resolution of the bathymetric data was such that strictly following the shoreline as a 134 cut-off would have excluded known inshore reefs. Seabed areas that were deeper than 135 30 m, were also excluded, as there were no reef samples taken from deeper than 30 m. 
ANN Algorithms 183
The ANNs we used were three-neuron layer multi-layer perceptrons (MLP). These 185 networks consisted of an input neuron layer, a single hidden neuron layer, and an 186 output neuron layer. Each neuron layer was fully connected, that is, every neuron in a 187 layer was connected to every neuron in the preceding neuron layer. The training 188 algorithm used was unmodified backpropagation of errors with momentum 189 (Rumelhart et al., 1986 ). This algorithm has been widely used in applications in We investigated a number of different MLP topologies (number of hidden-layer 220 neurons) and training parameters (learning rate, momentum, and training epochs) 221 which were selected heuristically using expert knowledge. The mean generalisation 222 accuracy (that is, the accuracy over the cross-validation testing subsets that the MLP 223
were not trained on) of the MLP was used to select the combination of input variables 224 and MLP parameters that gave the best accuracy. That is, an output below 0.5 was considered to be negative, while an output above 0.5 249 was considered to be positive. This threshold is reasonable given the interpretation of 250 MLP outputs as probabilities. Also, the MLP output values for this problem (results 251 not shown) consistently followed a U-shaped distribution, with most outputs close to 252 either zero or unity. 253
254
The training parameters that yielded the best accuracies are presented in Table 1 . In 255 this work, the 'best accuracies' means that the networks had the best balance between 256 learning the training data and being able to generalise to unseen data. 257 258 260
ANN Model Application 259
The parameters that gave the best cross-validated results were used to train MLP over 261 the entire training set. As the random initialisation of connection weights in MLP can 262 cause variations in the final accuracy of the trained networks, 100 MLP were trained. 263
Accuracies were assessed over both the training data set (training accuracy) and the 264 independent validation data set (giving the validation accuracy), that was sourced 265 from a different survey as the training set. The final predictions of reef presence over 266 the entire study region were generated using the MLP that had the highest accuracy 267 over the validation data set (that is, that generalised the best). This gave the 268 probability that each cell contained a reef. As the validation data set was not used to 269 select the topology or training parameters of the MLP, it remained independent. The 270 process of selecting the optimal training parameters via ten-fold cross-validation, then 271 further training over the complete training set and selecting the optimal MLP by 272 validation error, is presented schematically in Figure 4 . 
Results

289
The parameters that yielded the best mean cross-validated accuracies are presented in 290 Table 1 . These parameters yielded MLP that had the highest mean accuracies over the 291 testing data sets, that is, they produced MLP that generalised to new data the best. The 292 accuracies of the corresponding MLP are presented in Table 2 . The input variables 293 that produced the highest test accuracies were the bathymetric value of the target cell, 294 a 5 x 5 window of seafloor curvature and a 5 x 5 window of seafloor slope. For each 295 combination of input variables, the cross-validated training accuracies were 296 significantly higher (two-tailed t-test, p=0.001) than the cross-validated testing 297
accuracies. This implies that all networks over-trained to some extent; although the 298 over-training was not severe in any case as the mean test kappas were all moderate to 299 good. The true-positive and true negative percentage accuracies were similar, 300 however, for both training and testing across all input data sets, which indicates that 301 the cross validation data set was not badly unbalanced. 302
303
The parameters that produced the best cross-validated results were used to train MLP 304 over the entire training set for each combination of variables. There were no 305 significant differences between the cross-validated training accuracies and the 306 accuracies over the complete training sets (two-tailed t-test, p=0.001). The trained 307 networks were assessed over the South Australian validation data set. The 308 performance for all networks over the validation data set were poor, and in all cases 309 the true positive percentage was low, indicating that the networks found it difficult to 310 identify reefs in the South Australian validation data set. The exception to this was 311 those trained with the bathymetric value of the target cell and a 5 x 5 window of 312 slope, which was able to detect more than half of the reefs present. The best of these 313 networks gave the validation accuracies presented in Table 4 , which is a good kappa 314 score and true positive detection rate of over 68%, with an overall accuracy of 315 85.99%. As this network had the highest validation accuracy, that is, it classified 316 unseen data the most accurately, it was used to create the final prediction map. The 317 map generated by this MLP is displayed in Figure 5 . Assessing this network over the 318 Victorian validation set gave a prediction accuracy of 52.25%, that is, the network 319 correctly classified 52.25% of the reef cells. 320
321
The results of the MLP input contribution analysis of this network are presented in 322 Figure 6 . This shows that a high value of slope in the cells neighbouring the target cell 323 contribute strongly to a prediction of a reef being present, and that a high bathymetric 324 value contributes strongly to a prediction of a reef being absent. 325
326
Discussion
328
The need for a cost-effective standard method to map reefs across broad scales is 329 likely to become an issue of increasing urgency as the world's coasts continue to bear 330 the burden of the ecological costs of increasing human activity. South Australia 331 presented one such locality in which this study sought to provide leadership in raising 332 the challenges and solutions to what to date has been an intractable problem. In doing 333 so we show that ANN provide a cost effective method for broadly mapping the 334 probability of reef occurrence as a function of bathymetric and slope variables. 335 336 There were significant differences between the cross-validated training and testing 337 accuracies for all combinations of input variables investigated; however the mean 338 testing kappa scores were all moderate to good, which shows that the ANN did not 339 badly over-train. The similarity between the true negative and true positive accuracies 340 for both training and testing indicate that the cross-validation data set was not badly 341 unbalanced in terms of positive and negative examples. There were no significant 342 differences between the cross-validated training accuracies and the training accuracies 343 over the complete data set. This was expected, as the purpose of cross-validated 344 training was to approximate the optimal training parameters. The poor performance 345 over the South Australian validation data was the result of under-prediction of reef 346 presences by the networks. Although the networks trained on bathymetric value, slope 347 and curvature had the highest accuracies over the cross-validated testing sets, they 348 exhibited poor performance at detecting reefs in the validation set. Conversely, the 349 networks trained on bathymetric value and slope, while scoring the lowest accuracies 350 over the cross-validated testing accuracies, achieved the highest accuracies over the 351 validation data set. 352
353
It is likely that over-training was a major contributing factor to the under-prediction of 354 reefs from the networks trained on a combination of bathymetric value, slope and 355 curvature. It is well-known that a larger number of input features makes over-training 356 of ANN more likely (Kasabov, 1996) . This reinforces the importance of using an 357 independent validation data set to verify the performance of any classifier, but 358 especially so for data-driven models such as ANN. 359
360
Model performance over the spatially disparate Victorian validation set was lower 361 (52.25% accuracy), indicating that a level of caution should be shown when using the 362 MLP to extrapolate outside the region for which it was not trained. This is also likely 363 to be a contributing reason that the performance over the South Australian validation 364 set was slightly lower, as the points for this set also came from a slightly different 365 area to the cross-validation training set. Validation using data sets that fall outside the 366 area from which the model was trained are a stringent test of model performance, 367 often resulting in a reduction in model performance (Barry and Elith, 2006) . value in the target cell itself indicates the absence of a reef. This is reasonable, as a 378 reef is likely to have a greater slope on its side than on its top. A high value of the 379 bathymetric variable for the target cell indicated the absence of a reef, while a low 380 value indicated reef presence. This also is reasonable, as a reef is an outcropping from 381 the sea floor: reefs can therefore be expected to have a low bathymetric value, that is, 382 they will not be as deep as cells without reefs. Of course, bathymetric depth alone is 383 not enough to identify reefs, because of the range of depths at which reefs occur. 384 385 Although ANN were able to predict the location of reefs from bathymetric data (at 386 least at depths less than 30 m) and measures of the slope of the seafloor, as data-387 driven methods, ANN are strongly affected by the quality of the data. There are two 388 issues with the method used to prepare the data. The first is that the windowing 389 technique excludes cells around the edges of the matrix, with the number of cells 390 excluded being equal to half the window size. It also excludes cells that are less than 391 half the window size from any area of no data, such as those that are close to areas 392 deeper than 30 m, including those near to the continental shelf. Thus, a window size 393 of five will miss any reef within 500 m of the continental shelf. The second issue is 394 that the resolution of the bathymetric data was 250 m. Therefore, this will miss any 395 reefs smaller than 250 m. The coarse resolution of the data also caused problems with 396 the placement of reef sample points. Some grid squares had two reef samples located 397 within them. While for some grid squares this was the same reef, for others they were 398 different reefs. Other grid squares had reefs in the same grid square as the coastline. 399
Such data issues will cause problems for any classification algorithm (Kasabov, 400 1996) . 401
402
Our future work will focus on improving the accuracy of the predictions. One way of 403 doing this would be to use ensembles of ANNs (Sharkey, 1996) , which is where the 404 predictions of several ANNs are combined to make one final prediction. In this 405 approach, the individual ANN would be trained over particular geographic areas, and 406 would thus be highly specialised. This has been shown to yield superior accuracies in 407 other applications (Sharkey and Sharkey, 1997) . While this would imply that the 408 individual ANN were over-fitted to their target region, such diversity among members 409 has been shown to be beneficial to ensembles (Brown, 2004; Minku et al., 2010) . We 410 will also investigate identifying specific types of reefs (steep, flat, etc.) based on 411 structure and form. Whereas the work reported in this paper focussed on detecting 412 reefs in general, the morphologies of different reef types may be different enough that 413 specialising ANN on reef types may lead to better predictions overall. We will also 414 investigate other ANN training algorithms, such as Levenberg-Marquardt (Masters, 415 1995) , resilient backpropagation (Riedmiller and Braun, 1993) 
